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Apple Pro Training Series : Final Cut Pro 5Peachpit Press, 2005
The scalability, performance and Emmy Award-winning workflow of  Final Cut Pro 5 make it the first choice of professional editors  everywhere. For those clamoring to get in on the action, this  best-selling volume uses a series of class-length lessons designed  to provide a strong foundation in all aspects of the digital video  editing powerhouse....
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Scrapbooking with Photoshop Elements: The Creative Cropping CookbookSybex, 2004
Today's advancements in digital technology are transforming the traditional     art of scrapbooking. With a computer, digital camera, scanner, ink-jet printer,     and Photoshop Elements—Adobe's popular digital imaging software for home     users—you have all the ingredients you need to create a truly astounding     and unforgettable...
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The Best of the Best of Business Card Design (Graphic Design)Rockport Publishers, 2005
A business card is more than a piece of paper with your name on it. It's your calling card; a snapshot of your brand identity, a constant reminder in your client's Rolodexes. Perhaps that's why Rockport's Best of Business Card Design Series is so eagerly anticipated year after year. Now, Rockport brings together the very best examples of...
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Photoshop Compositing Secrets: Unlocking the Key to Perfect Selections and Amazing Photoshop Effects for Totally Realistic CompositesPeachpit Press, 2011

	 


	Photoshop compositing has really blown up over the last few years. You see composites everywhere

	from magazine ads and covers, to movie posters, to athletic portraits, to, well, just about

	any kind of portrait. It really is everywhere. Clients and customers are very aware of Photoshop

	now and...
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Manga Studio 5, Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2014

	An extensive and fun guide to let your imagination on loose using Manga Studio 5


	Overview

	
		Illustrated with real-world examples, we embark on a journey of a comic's creation from initial idea to finished page
	
		Discover methods for emulating analog creation digitally and investigate ways...
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to PCs (8th Edition)Alpha, 2001
As more and more people purchase computers for their home, the  need for an easy-to-use, light-hearted guide becomes a necessity.  Updated from the best-selling first edition, this must-have resource  will provide readers with all the information they need from  purchasing, setting up, upgrading their system and using the Internet  to creating...
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Marketing Through Search Optimization, Second Edition: How People Search and How to be found on the webButterworth-Heinemann, 2007
How to use the Web successfully     

       This book guides readers through proven techniques for achieving and measuring success in search engine marketing (i.e. how to be the top of the rank), along with a review of the most important search engines and directories.

 Explains why and how marketers can and must optimize...
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CSS Cookbook, 3rd Edition (Animal Guide)O'Reilly, 2009

	
		What people are saying about CSS Cookbook

	
		"Christopher's fantastic cookbook will give you solutions to pretty much all of the CSS problems you'll come up against in your day-to-day web design work, saving you bags of time and frustration. This guy is one of the industry's brightest minds --...
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Adobe InDesign CS6 Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2012


	Welcome to Adobe® InDesign® CS6, a powerful design and production application

	that offers precision, control, and seamless integration with other Adobe professional

	graphics software. Using InDesign, you can produce professional-quality, full-color

	documents on high-volume color printing presses, or print to a range of...
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Cinema 4D: The Artist's Project Sourcebook, 2nd EditionFocal Press, 2007

	Make the creative leap to 3D. Realize your artistic vision with this treasure chest of instructional projects. Get the essential concepts and techniques without drowning in the technical complexities.

	This new edition is an artist's sourcebook for the visionary in you that wants to master 3D-and have fun in the process....
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Observing the User Experience: A Practitioner's Guide to User ResearchMorgan Kaufmann, 2003
The gap between who designers and developers imagine their users are, and who those users really are can be the biggest problem with product development. Observing the User Experience will help you bridge that gap to understand what your users want and need from your product, and whether they'll be able to use what you've created.
...
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Photo Retouching with Photoshop: A Designer's NotebookO'Reilly, 2004
Photo Retouching with Photoshop: A Designer's Notebook is at once eye candy, artistic inspiration, and incomparable technical guidance for intermediate-to-advanced digital imaging professionals, graphic artists, photographers, and just about anyone involved in creating digital images or animations. A visual splendor, this full-color book...
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